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ABSTRACT
A harpoon reaction model employing multiple crossings based

on the formalism of Bauer et al * and Gislason and Sachs2 is developed
to explain the large cross sections (a ~ 400 A2) measured for the
reaction Xe 5p56p + Cl2- The model calculates the Landau-Zener
transition probability for each intermediate ionic crossing with the
covalent surface. The transition matrix elements are represented as a
product of the electronic interaction (modeled by the empirical result of
Olson et al)3 and a Frank-Condon factor for the CI2—>Cl2~ transition.
The model predicts near unit probability for a transition to the ionic
surface for impact parameters less than 20 Bohr. Once transfer occurs,
the pair is captured by dissociation of Cl2~ to form XeCl*. The large
temperature dependence observed qualitatively in the experiments is
explained by the increased cross section for vibrationally excited G2. A
simple model for orbiting collisions is used to estimate the effect of
termolecular collisions.
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I. Introduction
We report in a separate paperW measurements of the rates for bimolecular and

termoleculsr reactions of Xe*(5p56p) with CI2 in xenon and argon buffer gases. The

observed rates are exceedingly large. As an example, the thermally averaged bimolecular

cross section for quenching of Xe* 6p[l/2]0 is 483 A2. We find that the cross sections are

accurately predicted by a simple harpoon model which assumes that the reaction occurs at a

crossing of the intemuclear potential of the reactants with that of an ionic intermediary state.

This agreement between the experiment and the simple harpoon model is actually quite

surprising. The excited states in this experiment are near the ionization limit, hence the

crossing radius is unusually large (>20 Bohr), At these large radii one expects the charge

transfer interaction to be weak; therefore, the probability of transfer between the potential

surfaces should be small. We present in this paper a more detailed model which explains

the unexpected agreement between the experiment and the simple model, and in addition

explains the sensitivity of the measured cross sections on temperature.

II. The Harpoon Reaction
In the harpoon model, reactions between excited rare gases and halogens are

thought to procede through an ionic intermediate state

Xe*(6p) + Cl2 -> Xe+ + CI2" -> XeCl* + Cl. (1)

This "harpoon" mechanism was proposed by Polanyi(S) and later extended by

Herschbach®. The reaction occurs by an electron transfer from the xenon atom to the

halogen molecule followed by ion-ion recombination to form the product. The electron

jumps at the point where the covalent Xe*+Cl2 potential energy suface crosses the ionic

Xe+-Cl2" surface. The potential of the ionic surface can be written

V+(R) = IP(Xe) - EA(X2) - ^ - ^ (2)

where IP is the rare gas ionization potential, EA is the electron affinity of the halogen, and

a is the sum of polarizability of the ions. At long range the contribution to the potential by

the polarization can be neglected and one has a simple coulomb potential. The valence

potential can be written



V(R) = E(Xe*) - g $ , . (3)

where Q5 is the long range interaction between Xe* and CI2. For Xe*(6p) we have
estimated Qs with chlorine using the measured Ce with Xenon/7) the known Cg and
polarizability for Cl2<8> (1.62 x 106 cm"1 A6 and 4.61 A3>, the Slater Kirkwood Formula to
relate axe* to Qi for Xe*-Xe, and the combination approximation^)

a a « a

We find Ce for Xe*(6p) - Cl 2 - 1.17 x 107 cm*1 A6. At the distance of the crossing the

contribution to the potential is small, hence the valence potential is approximately flat In

Fig. 1 we show these and other potentials including possible crossings with excited states

of CI2". The position of the crossing Re can be easily calculated from Eq. 3 and 4

1£ = IP(Xe*) - E.A.(Cl2"(re)). (5)

where we use an EA of CI2 at its equilibrium separation (termed the vertical EA = 1.02 eV).

For Xe 6p[l/2]o, 6p[3/2]2, and 6p[5/2]2we calculate Re of 23.2, 21.2, and 19.2 Bohr

respectively. In the simplest model of the harpoon reactionC6), the reaction cross section is

equated to % Re2. For Xe* 6p[l/2]o, TC RC2 ~ 485 A2 while the experimentally measured

thermally averaged cross section is 483 A2. Ttie agreement of this simple model is

unexpected; earlier studies of metal atoms and halogen molecules have experimental cross

sections which are larger than those of the model.O Since the review of Herschbach, many

papers have been published with more detailed models for the harpoon reaction. These

models have recently been reviewed by Kleyn et al.(9) and GislasonO0). These models for

the harpoon reaction have used a Landau-Zener model to calculate the probability P for

electron transfer at the avoided crossing of valence and ionic potentials.

P = 1 - exp(-5/vR) (6)



For scattering of atoms the total probability of reacting during the inwards and outward

motions, p = (l-p)p + p(l-p), must be averaged over all impact parameters giving a cross

section

G= 2K J 2p(l-p) bdb = 4* Re2 f(vR/8) (8)
0

where f(vR/5) is a universal curved which reaches a maximum value of 0.113 at VR/5=

2.60. This function predicts a logarithmic increase in cross sections for velocities below

the maximum and a logarithmic decrease above. Experiments for Li +1 and Na +1 are in

reasonable agreement with this energy dependence^9).

For atom-molecule scattering the extra degrees of freedom of the molecule must be

considered. Bauer, Fisher and Gilmore first applied a multiple curve crossing model to

calculate vibrational disposal in Na + N2 scattering. With such a model the valence

potential for Xe + CI2 becomes a set of potential sheets, each labeled by the vibrational

level of the molecule; and similarly the ionic curve becomes a series of sheets labeled by

the vibrational levels for the negative ion. These sets of intersecting surfaces define a grid

of crossing points, each corresponding to a vibrational transition Cl2(v) -> Cl2"(v')- The

scattering particles diffuse through the grid of points. The electron transfer process at each

point is determined as a function of Frank Condon factors for the vibrational transition,

impact parameter, velocity, and the molecular orientation relative to the scattering axis.

One simplification occurs in the case of heavier molecular scatterers. In Fig. 2, we

show schematic potentials of CI2 and CI2" (13). At the point of electron transfer at the

crossing, the negative ion is either in very high vibrational levels or in a dissociative state.

After the electron transfer to the ion surface, the halogen atoms move toward the larger

equilibrium separation of CI2". As demonstrated in Fig. 3, if the vibrational period of the

negative ion is long compared to time for the scattering ions to complete their inward and

outward motions, the ions will approach the crossing in the outwards motion with CI2" at a

large intemuclear separation and a larger electron affinity (EA). This larger EA effectively

moves the crossing to larger R with exponentially smaller interaction energy H12; hence

the probability for the electron to jump back to the valence surface becomes vanishingly

small and the reaction probability becomes limited by the capture cross section at the first

crossing. The dynamics of this process has been beautifully demonstrated in recent

trajectory calculations/10) At the equilibrium separation for CI2, Oi' is in a dissociative



state so that return to the valence surface during the outward motion is only possible at

large crossing radii where Frank-Condon factors favor lower vibrational levels for Cfr.

We show later that these crossings do not contribute significantly to the cross section.

If the interaction energy is large, the probability to hop to the ionic surface is large.

In an adiabatic basis, the surfaces are pushed far apart and only at the highest velocities can

the collision pair remain on the valence surface. In this limit, the probability for reaction

equals one if the pair reaches the crossing. This conclusion led Herschback to propose

that the reaction is controlled by the orbiting criteria for the valence potential11). The cross

section is then given by o - Ttbo2 where bo is the maximum impact parameter at which the

pair can surmount the centrifugal barrier.

For interaction of Xe*(6p) with O2 which is dominated by Q/R6

o = x (|)3/2 ( | g . ) l /3 = 290 A (9)

Gislason recently proposed^12) a similar model based on surface hopping trajectory

calculations/10) which he terms vibrational capture.

Both translational and vibrational capture require that the probability for an electron

to jump to the ionic surface at the crossing be unity. This was found to be true for the

metal halogen systems; but for Xe*(6p) + CI2 the crossings are found at large distances

where interaction strengths are known to be weaker. From the results of Olson et. al.(3),

we estimate for Xe*(6P[l/2]o> + CI2

(10)
J <• \ * J i

= 11.65 eVexp(-0.292R)

At the crossing, H12 = 1.5 x 10~2 eV, which is considerably weaker than for alkali-

halides/9-10) Gislason*12) has used the reflection technique to calculate Frank Condon

factors for a multi-crossing calculation. As shown in Fig. 2 this is equivalent to

calculating a change in electron affinity for Cl2" as, CI2 oscillates in the entrance

channel/13)

This is observed in more detail in Fig. 4, where we show a model potential for the

lower adiabatic surface for the reactants. The crossing seam between the diabatic valence



and ionic surfaces is apparent in the figure. Outside of the seam is the potential surface for

Xe* (6p[l/2]o) and CI2; inside is the surface for Xe+ and Ch".

For our potentials we observe that the crossing seam is a very steep function R(r),

hence the crossing radius in the reaction coordinate R increases rapidly for increases in

chlorine bond length. The Cl-Cl bond length r oscillates rapidly compared to the motion in

the reaction coordinate R; so classically the particles encounter the seam at nearly the same

point for all trajectories with equal Ch vibrational energies. If the probability for charge

transfer to the ionic surface is large at this crossing, the particles will roll over the cliff on

the adiabatic surface at this large value of R and never penetrate to smaller R.

For our reactants, however, we have shown that the charge transfer probability is

small and the reactants will continue moving inward on their diabatic potential surface

which forms an elongated valley with steep walls in r and a gradual slope downward with

decreasing R. After first crossing the seam, the particles continue to oscillate rapidly in r,

crossing the seam many more times as the trajectory continues slowly to smaller R. Each

time the reactants cross the ionic surface there is a small probability for transfer.

The vibrational wavefunction projected onto the seam provides a distribution,

y2(r), of crossing points in the reaction coordinate; hence the wavefunction can be mapped

onto the reaction coordinate through Eq. 2 and 3. This is equivalent to calculating a change

in electron affinity for Cl2" as CI2 oscillates in the entrance channel. This is illustrated for

v=0 and v=l in Fig. 5. This model on the two dimensional surface is simply a different

interpretation of the curve crossing model of Bauer, Fisher, and Gilmore^1). For lower

vibrational levels of CI2" we sum over possible discrete crossings between surfaces, each

modified by numerical Franck-Condon factors. These reaction probabilities are shown in

Table I. For the larger vibrational levels and transitions to dissociative levels we use a

reflection priniciple to estimate the Franck-Condon factors for a multi-crossing

calculation/14). The argument of the integral in Eqn. 6, 67VR, is plotted in Fig. 6 for

different impact parameters. For each impact parameter, the functions converge to the same

value and at large R are dominated by the exponential tail of H12. For the near continuum

of crossings

N N

P=II(1-Pn)= l-exp(-£8/vR) (11)
n=0 n=0

the sum can be converted into an integral

P(b,6) = 1 - exp(-g(b)), (12)



where,

g(b) = I (v*/vR)dR , (13)
Rc(b)

and

v* = — H122 M!2( 4 IEA(r)l - 1 ) . (14)

R defines the Xe*-Cl2 scattering coordinate, r the CI2 internuclear separation, \|/n the

vibrational wavefunction for CI2 internuclear separation, and \|in' the vibrational

wavefunction for Cl2"-

(15)
. VK

Rc(b)

where H122 = A2 e - 2 a R , y = ~~f~ is the mean amplitude of vibration for CI2 in the

harmonic approximation, and |3 maps the molecular coordinate r to the reaction coordinate

R. Eq. 12-14 can be integrated numerically, but the qualitative effects can be determined if

we ignore the variation in VR over the range in R defined by \|/n
2 (good for b<Rc); then

Eq. 15 isintegrable

-1 r*2

a2

The factor exp • acts as an effective density of states for vibrational motion of CI2".
Y2p2

a2
For our potentials exp ~ 39. Finally

_ 1.2 x 106cmsec-1

VR

For < v > = 2.6 x 104 cm sec"1, P(b,6) = 1; hence even though H12 is small for our case,

the effect of many crossings increases the crossing probability.



We have numerially integrated Eq. 11 through 14. For the distributed crossing the

total reaction probability for inward motion will be P. The probability of reaction for the

unreacted part during outward motion will be P(l-P); thus the total reaction probability,

PR(b) = 2P - p2. We plot P R as a function of impact parameter in Fig. 7 for the v=0 and

v=l vibrational level of Cl2 in the entrance channel. The reaction probability is unity for

impact parameters less than about 20 Bohr and then decreases exponentially at large impact

parameters as determined by Hi2- The total cross-sections can be computed by averaging

over impact parameter .The results are shown in Table II.

Table II. Reaction Cross-Sections for Xe* 5p^6p with CI2

State c(A2) a(A2) c(A2) a(A2) a(A2)
v = 0 v = 1 (300 K) (rcRc2) (Experimental)

6p[l/2]Q 299 458 311 472 483 ± 5

6p[3/2]2 291 327 300 393 420 ± 5

6p[5/2]2 282 321 284 321 345 ± 8

Though the agreement of the detailed model with experiment is not as good as the simple

crossing model, the agreement is still good and helps to explain why the simple crossing

model works at the large crossing radius for these experiments. We also observe a large

increase in reaction cross section with increasing vibrational energy for the reactant. This

explains in pan the large temperature dependence observed qualitatively in the experiments.

It also encourages futher experiments to determine quantitatively the temperature

dependence.

III. Termolecular Reactions

Historically, high pressures have been seen to limit the rate of chemical reactions by

diffusive transport/15'16) At lower pressures, the diffusion is large and one is limited by

the reaction rate observed with uniformly distributed reactants. More recently, it has been

found that at intermediate pressures, the reactivity can be enhanced by termolecular

processes. Experimentally these processes have been observed for charge transfer^17-18),

recombination/1 9) and recently, excited state quenching/20-21) We report in an

accompanying paper the first experimental observed enhancement of a reactive collision



Xe* + Cl2 + Xe -> Xe+ + Cl2" + Xe -> (Xe Cb)* + Xe (18)

As we have shown, the bimolecular rate has unit probability for collisions within Rc;

therfore the observed enhancement is no! stabilization of an intermediate complex. This

reaction is then unique in that the increased rate involves enhancement of the capture rate in

the entrance channel. Theoretically these reactions are similar to ion association (22,23)

kcap t 2

^ (XeCh)* -> Xe+

( XeCl2)* + M -> Xe+ + Cl2- + M

For these reactions the lifetime of the complex, which must be formed at distances larger

than the crossing radius, is determined by the time xi to reach the crossing radius.

Reasonaable values for this lifetime lead to teimolecular rates which are too small (similar

effects have been noted for charge transfer^24)). Adding a termolecular formation for the

complex

M f± (XeCl2)*+M (20)

kdissoc

leads to termolecular rates closer to experimental values.

Collins *0 has used an estimate of kdissoc and detailed balance to calculate the

formation rate of the complex,

G(XeCi2)*(
h2 J GXe*GCl2

where the G's are the degeneracies of the complex and reactants. Using the modes of a

triatomic molecule and assuming equipartition, we can estimate the degeneracy ratio of

Egn. (4) as z5/3/ZrotCl2 < ^ being the partition function accounting for the vibrational

and two rotational degrees of XeCl2-



As Collins did for charge transfer calculations, we could estimate Z by

approximating the valence potentials by square wells to find the density of states

71 fi
(22)

The sum over energy E and angular momentum 1 has two limits, the well depth D, and a

value lmax beyond which the well will not support a bound state. For a spherical well:

fi2TtV- ; s = n + V2 (23)
S 2|ar0

2

As in a Thompson model, this model assumes an arbitrary radius, ro, where the complex

is defined as stable. If the complex is in thermal equilibrium this radius is normally10

defined as the position where the potential, V(ro) ~ kT. For our reaction this radius is

unreasonable as it is smaller than the crossing radius, and the reactants would transfer to

the ionic surface before forming the complex. For complexes formed outside of the

crossing radius, we would expect transfer to the ionic surface before the complex can come

to thermal equilibrium. For each state of angular momentum, 1, for the collision we define a

well radius by the postion where the effective potential (including the angular momentum

barrier) is zero. Since the states of the well are not in equilibrium, we assume they are

populated with equal probability. Integrating dn with unit weight gives

( 2 4 )

Finally we find k3 = 2.4xl0-28k<i[C$/T]5'6- For Xe*6p[l/2]0, we measure a termolecular

ratek3 = l.H0-28cm6/sec. This corresponds to a rate kd~ 510-9, a value appropriate to

the diameter of the shallow well beyond Re. This result shows that the model is not

unphysical; but is unsatisfactory in that we have no accurate way to estimate kd for the

complex.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Crossings between ionic and valence potential surfaces for xenon and chlorine.
Only the valence states which can be two-photon pumped are indicated. The arrow
indicates the effect of changing Cl-Cl separation on the position of the ionic surface. The
lower curve is at the Cl-Cl equilibrium separation for Ch" while the upper curve is the
ionic potential for the Cl-Cl separation for ground CI2.

Fig. 2. Schematic potential energy curves for the ground states of CI2 and CI2" based on a
Morse potential fit to spectroscopic data. The vertical electron affinity at the CI2 is shown
as 1.02 eV.

Fig. 3. Inward and outward motion for a CI2 molecule scattered by an excited Xe* atom.
Because the CI2 dissociates following the inwards crossing of the ionic surface, the
reactants cannot return to the valence potential at the outwards crossing.

Fig. 4. Adiabatic potential energy surface for the Xe* 6p[l/2]o atom and the CI2 ground
state molecule. The contour spacing is 20 meV. The reaction coordinate R is the
intemuclear separation between Xe* and CI2 while r is the intemuclear separation of the CI2
molecule. We assume the total potential is a simple sum of the CI2 and Xe-Cl2 diatomic
potentials and that it is independent of the orientation of the CI2 molecule. These
approximations should be accurate at the large values of R shown.

Fig. 5. The crossing of the potential for Xe 6p[i/2]o and CI2 reactants with the ionic
potentials is shown. Different curves for the ionic potential are shown corresponding to
different states of vibrational excitation for Cl2'. The interaction energy between the
surfaces is shown at several radii. We sketch the reflection of the square of the CI2
vibrational wavefunction onto the reaction coordinate R by the electron affinity as described
by Eq. 14.

Fig. 6.The argument of the integral in Eq. 6, 8/VR, is plotted for different impact
parameters. The functions converge to a value at large R dominated by the interaction
energy H12.

Fig. 7. The reaction probability is plotted as a function impact parameter for the reaction of
Xe* 6p[l/2]o and the v=0 anc v=l vibrational state of CI2. The reaction probability is unity
for impact parameter less than the crossing radius and then falls sharply.
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